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A need for standards

Targeted genome editing is a rapidly-developing technology

Individual entities are developing a variety of methodologies 

for recording and reporting genome editing results

Consistent and clear reporting of genome editing results will 

encourage reproducibility and ensure scientific integrity 

within the field and maintain positive public perception



Metadata and Data

Data: what you obtain from the 

measurement

Metadata: information necessary to 

reproduce your measurement conditions

● Design procedure

● Experimental components used

● Measurement assays performed

● Data processing steps



Data and metadata subgroup

Recording and sharing experimental 

data and metadata is important.

How can we make it painless?



Why metadata?

Efficiency:  When performing a genome editing experiment, what elements of the experimental 

process would you want to record if you had to repeat the experiment?

Comprehension: In reading a published study, what information would you like to know about the steps 

authors took to arrive at the results?

Reproducibility: In trying to reproduce reported results, what details would be necessary?

Supervision: What biochemical or computational tools were used in a genome editing experiment? 

(Gov. agents, licensed products, etc.)

Cooperation: What information could be shared across and through  procedures and pipelines for 

greater efficiency?



Genome editing workflow

Determine genome target

Design editing molecule

Assess editing performance in silico

Order oligos

Perform editing

Sequencing

Analysis

Storage or sharing of results



Challenges

1 What metadata should be 

stored? 

2 When in the 

experimentation process 

will metadata be added, 

who adds  the metadata?

3 How will the metadata be 

stored? 

4 Where will metadata be 

collected and accessed?



Actions

1 Assembled a team of 

experts from many 

backgrounds

2 Held bimonthly meetings 

to discuss needs and 

metadata requirements 

3 Compiled a list of 

metadata entries

4 Implementing a metadata 

storage format



Data and metadata working group planning participants



Metadata categories

1. Editing molecule design

2. Oligo synthesis

3. Indel detection

4. Off-target detection



Metadata entries



Cleaning up metadata entries

Merging metadata entries that apply to different stages in the experimental process

Scoring each entry as High/Medium/Low importance



Cleaning up metadata entries



An intuitive and 
extensible storage 
prototype



An intuitive and 
extensible storage 
prototype



Expected Outcomes

1 Comprehensive and well-

vetted list of metadata 

entries

2 Recommendations for 

which point during the 

experimental process 

each metadata entry 

should be added

3 A common file standard 

for storing, accessing, 

and sharing data and 

metadata
4 A platform for 

benchmarking and 

comparing bioinformatic 

approaches and results



Why should I invest?

● Benchmarking and comparison of biochemical and computational 

approaches

● Transfer of experimental process and results

○ Within organization

○ Public databases (GEO, SRA, etc)

○ Supervisory agencies (FDA)

● Integration of products with a well-established genome editing 

process

● Exposure to potential customers/collaborators



Breakout topics

What metadata should be stored?

Who are key players?

How do we incentivize buy-in?



Questions?


